Guest Policy
A member’s ability to bring guests to the club is determined by (i) type of membership and (ii) resident
status. Non-Resident, all inclusive and inside/outside memberships entitle members to 12 free guest
passes each calendar year; otherwise, there will be a charge for guests as determined by current Club
policies. Resident fitness and tennis memberships entitle members to 12 free guest passes each
calendar year that are confined to the department listed – whether tennis or fitness.
Residents with summer outdoor pool memberships are entitled to be accompanied by guests residing
within their homes temporarily; however, they shall be accompanied to the WSRC facilities for all
appropriate, intended uses of the facilities by no greater than 5 non-member guests per member and
per day. The maximum number of guests who shall be permitted to accompany a family of members to
the WSRC facilities pursuant to this policy shall not exceed 10 individuals per day. In order to ensure
compliance and prevent abuse of this guest admittance policy, members shall be required to identify by
name and address each guest who accompanies them to the WSRC facilities per visit. No guests shall be
admitted pursuant to this policy if the individuals are not residing within the member’s home for at least
an overnight stay.
When bringing 5 or more house guests in one day, Resident members must call the WSRC in advance to
ensure pool availability. More than 10 house guests are likely to incur a guest fee per guest and a
lifeguard fee at the discretion of management based on a variety of factors including the need to staff
an additional lifeguard due to the number of persons utilizing the pool.
All parties must be arranged through the WSRC birthday party program or clubhouse rental. No parties
can take place at WSRC facilities unless arranged through the WSRC birthday party program or
clubhouse rental. WSRC will enforce this policy strictly to ensure that members are not seeking to avoid
rental fees through abuse of the guest admittance policy. Finally, it should be noted there is a clear
distinction between house guests (who are residing with a member on a temporary basis involving at
least an overnight stay) and individuals who reside in nearby communities and are accompanying a
member to WSRC facilities. While house guests are admitted free of charge pursuant to this policy,
friends and family who are not house guests are not admitted free of charge pursuant to this policy.

